Sixth Grade: Class of 2018

Poisner, Sarah
Powell, Kylea
Pratt, Mason
Pulido, Rodrigo
Quest, Kaydrin
Raimo, Corben

Ramirez, Valencia
Redfern, Rachel
Reicher, William
Retzke, Thomas
Ricketts, Makenna
Robertson, Kylie

Robinson, Devin
Robinson, Donovan
Rodriguez, Ana
Rogers, Cloey
Rogers, Nicolas
Rothrock, Logan

Rupard, Gage
Russum, Carl
Rust, Deborah
Ryle, Anthony
Scavuzzo, Maxwell
Schubert, Sabrina

Schwindt, Devin
Scott, Ashley
Setzer, Skylar
Sewing, Colton
Shafer, Alexieya
Shafer, Calista

Shaffer, Alex
Shanahan, Aiden
Sharp, Morgan
Short, Antonio
Simmons, Deleshawn
Sparks, Benjamin

Spencer, Rachel
Stafford, Ashley
Starforth, Savanah
Steggerda, Gabrielle
Stevens, Alexa
Stewart, Janessa

Mrs. Roth's
Class